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How To Stretch Your Thanksgiving Budget
It's easy to spend a lot of money on groceries when preparing to feed your friends and family on
Thanksgiving. It's no surprise that many people are struggling to buy groceries with the current
inflation and the cost of food on the rise. Thanksgiving dinner is getting more expensive, but it
doesn't have to break the bank.
If you want to host a fun, delicious feast for your friends and family, there are things you can do
to stretch your thanksgiving budget and create a meal you can be proud of. Read on to learn the
easy-to-implement tips to make your thanksgiving budget work for you.
Set a Budget – The first thing you need to do, is set your expected budget for what you would
like to spend and can realistically afford. Think about how many people you expect, what dishes
you'd like to prepare, and if you need to stock up on beverages. Do your best to not go over by
setting a budget and using Ziscuit tools to help you can find cheaper items.
Make a List and Stick to It – It's easy to go over budget when you don't create a list and stick to
it. Start making a list as soon as you start planning your Thanksgiving feast. Ziscuit can help you
make a list to easily track everything you need. Sign up today.
Compare Prices at Your Top Three Grocery Stores – Every grocery store has different
pricing on their food items. Saving money means taking the time to compare prices between your
top three grocery stores. It might sound daunting, but Ziscuit's Grocery Store Search Engine
helps you locate the most affordable prices on ingredients in your area.
Start Shopping Early – Shopping in the days before Thanksgiving can be incredibly stressful.
You have to navigate large crowds and low availability and likely spend more than you
anticipated. Start your shopping early in the weeks leading up to Thanksgiving. Many grocery
stores start sales on common thanksgiving items, including canned goods, frozen foods, dry
goods, and any non-perishables. Keep your grocery list stored on Ziscuit, and we will alert you
when we find cheap items.
Look For Low-Cost Recipes – Thanksgiving dishes don't have to be extravagant to taste
amazing. Look for low-cost, high-rated recipes to add to your thanksgiving menu. Ziscuit's
Recipe Marketplace allows you to search for low-cost recipes.

Have Friends and Family Bring a Dish – Just because you're hosting doesn't mean you have to
be the only one to prepare the feast. It can help reduce your stress and cut costs to ask people to
share in the efforts by bringing drinks, side dishes, desserts, rolls, or any other favorite side
dishes. Don't forget to tell your family and friends about Ziscuit's money-saving features.
Thanksgiving is a time to give thanks and enjoy quality time with family and friends, but it
doesn't have to put you in debt to enjoy. Follow these tips and save money while creating a
memorable gathering everyone can enjoy.
When it comes to your recipes, don’t risk it. Just Ziscuit! Register to use Ziscuit today and be entered to
win $100 in FREE groceries.
***
About Ziscuit, Inc.
Founded in 2020, Ziscuit’s (www.ziscuit.shop) mission is to ensure that good food is available to
everyone everywhere. The Atlanta-based startup has built a grocery search engine that delivers
INSTANT savings to shoppers and high-value traffic to retailers, i.e., the Kayak of groceries. 49M
Americans struggle to put food on the table because of high grocery prices. Ziscuit’s algorithm instantly
shops consumer grocery lists with neighborhood stores and suggests combinations of store options that
save consumers time and money. Ziscuit Beta testers save $10-$15 per shopping trip (1,000%+ more
than using coupons). Sign-up for Ziscuit’s product launch at https://www.ziscuit.shop/

